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01. B Thing - Intro (4:11)
02. Just Your Fool (6:04)
03. Up The Line (3:28)
04. Key To The Highway (5:50)
05. Rocket 88 (5:18)
06. Forty Four (4:32)
07. Walkin' Blues (5:07)
08. I Know Your Wig Is Gone (3:25)          play
09. Quiet Whiskey (2:41)                    play
10. Just Your Fool (fast version) (5:38)
11. B Thing - Outro (2:12)
12. Harpin' On A Riff (2:56)
13. Jersey Bounce (4:45)

Personnel:
Kevin Breit - Dobro, Guitar, Finger Snaps
Carlos del Junco - Harmonica, Main Performer, Finger Snaps, Vocals
Denis Keldie - Finger Snaps
Al Duffy - Bass
Jordan John – Drums
  

 

  

Harmonica virtuoso Carlos del Junco takes his instrument to new heights on this set of blues
standards and originals. Whatever the genre in music, if you're the best, let's hear it!. When del
Junco puts that harmonica to his mouth, you know there are few harmonica players anywhere
past or present that can drag blues around like this gifted young man can.By Eleanor Koldofsky.
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Born in Havana, Cuba, del Junco (loosely translated "of the reeds") immigrated with his family
at the age of one. He bent his first note on a harmonica when he was fourteen, making his
debut with his high school math teacher at a student talent night. In his early 20's del Junco was
immersed in a visual arts career; he graduated with honours from a four year program, majoring
in sculpture at the Ontario College of Art. Sculpture has definitely had an influence on his
outlook on music: "Music is just a different way of creating textures and shapes." Carlos is
certainly not your straight ahead blues harmonica player. Carlos' influences are far and wide
and can quickly stray from a straight ahead blues groove into more adventurous roots related
territory which may include, jazzy, Latin, New Orleans second line grooves, or ska. He will
occasionally take a blues standard and flip it upside down to breath new life into it. He has
recorded with Bruce Cockburn, Kim Mitchell, Oliver Schroer, Zappacosta, and has also worked
with Dutch Mason, Hoc Walsh (Downchild Blues Band) and Holly Cole.

  

Playing a ten hole diatonic harmonica, Carlos has developed the unique ability to play
chromatically by using a recently developed "overblow" technique taught to him by jazz virtuoso
Howard Levy. Overall, this approach to the diatonic harmonica, although much more difficult to
achieve, is in many ways more expressive and communicative than the mechanized tone
produced by the chromatic harmonica . Carlos is one of the few pioneers of this overblow
method, bringing musical credibility to what has still been considered by many in the music
industry - a fringe folk instrument. The sophisticated sound produced by del Junco is at once
sensitive, soulful, and sexy while never forgetting the rawness inherent in blues music. With the
late Bill Kinnear, Carlos del Junco released his first CD, Blues on independent label, Big Reed
Records in November 1993. The rich collection of blues classics was a collaborative effort with
Kinnear playing acoustic and dobro guitars and handling lead vocals. Five out of six reviewers
in the Toronto Blues Society, selected Blues for their top ten releases of 1993. In March/April
1995 del Junco travelled to Chicago with a Canada Council grant to study with Howard Levy.
This year saw the release of of the critically acclaimed Just Your Fool a sizzling live session
with Kevin Breit on guitar, Al Duffy on bass, and Geoff Arsenault on drums. It was this CD and
the collaborative effort with Thom "Champagne Charlie" Roberts Big Road Blues, that won
Carlos the 1996 Blues Musician Of The Year Award...

  

...del Junco continues to produce an eclectic palette of music on Steady Movin', his (2008) 5th
recording in a band setting and his second CD for Northern Blues. It features a mostly acoustic
set with 3 solo showcases of Carlos harmonica wizardry. Remarkable guitar work by Kevin
Breit, one of the most sought-after session players in Canada and now in the U.S. thanks in
large part to his work with Norah Jones and Cassandra Wilson, adds beautiful textures to the 11
track collection. Carlos has toured Canada regularly since 1996 and tours often in Europe and
the United States. He has played all the major jazz, blues, and folk festivals across Canada.
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